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Parachute pants, Goonies, and Pac Man.  We can look back to the 1980's for some of the greatest music, fashion, movies, and 
culture in American history.  But also for hints about what may happen to the real estate market if mortgage interest rates 
rise.  In recorded history, interest rates haven't fluctuated as wildly as they did in the 1980's--ranging from 9% to a whopping 
18% in order to curb inflation after the dollar became fiat currency in the 70's.  High interest rates and lack of affordability did 
deter some buyers.  But others didn't have a choice and simply made larger down payments to compensate, purchased with 
cash, or were motivated to pay off their loans as fast as possible.  And somehow demand was high enough that prices during the 
decade followed a steady, typical, gentle upward trend.  This is quite a contrast from the the bursting bubble we saw in 2005-
2009.  See the Freddie Mac Price Index history for Phoenix here.   

So interest rates don't necessarily correlate to home prices, but they do affect monthly mortgage payments.  The average sold 
price for a detached home in Metro Phoenix so far in 2015 has been $284,000 (source:  ARMLS), with 30 year fixed interest rates 
right around 4%.  Using these figures, the monthly principle and interest payment for a 30 year fixed loan is $1084.  If rates creep 
up to 5%, the monthly payment for the same house would increase to $1270.  And over the life of the loan that would 
correspond to an extra $48,590 in interest paid.   

With the housing recovery now well established, the days of near-zero federal fund rates that have kept interest rates so low are 
likely coming to an end.  It's a great time to act on a purchase or refinance.   

- Beth Cox, Lead Market Analyst for United Brokers Group  

http://public.tableau.com/shared/Z77D7KDT5?%3Adisplay_count=yes&fb_ref=Default&%3AshowVizHome=no
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